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ABOUT THIS REPORT
In March 2004, CFO Research Services (a unit of CFO Publishing Corp.) launched
a research program to explore the role that senior finance executives play in
developing and managing corporate strategy. We also sought to explore the role
of technology in supporting finance’s efforts to plan strategically and manage
performance. 

This report presents the findings of our mail survey of 202 senior finance 
executives and in-depth interviews with executives at the following companies:

■ Benco Dental 

■ The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company

■ Harrah’s Entertainment, Inc.

■ Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Inc.

■ Miles Kimball Company

■ RE/MAX International

■ Siemens Information & Communication Networks U.S.

■ Unified Western Grocers, Inc.

CFO Research Services and Geac, a vendor of performance management 
software, developed the hypotheses for this research jointly. Geac funded the
research and publication of our findings, and we would like to acknowledge
Timothy J. Wright, Cindy Morrow, and Terri Merte for their contributions and
support.

At CFO Research Services, Randy Myers conducted the interview program and
wrote the report. Sam Knox edited the report and managed the project.

Finance Seeks a Seat at the Strategy Table is published by CFO Publishing Corp., 253
Summer Street, Boston, MA 02210. Please direct inquiries to Lisa Nelson at 
617-345-9700, ext. 249 or lisanelson@cfo.com.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The corporate finance charter is evolving. No longer content to merely tend the
balance sheet, keep a lid on costs, and report results, many CFOs are seeking a
permanent seat at the strategy table. Even CFOs without such inclinations are
often told to show up, as CEOs—pressured by regulators and investors to provide
more accurate guidance about the direction of their businesses—seek out
finance’s counsel. Either way, this changing role can present a problem for the
CFO. As we learned two years ago in our report, What CFOs Want from
Performance Management, many finance organizations lack the systems and
processes needed to obtain timely and accurate information about their 
organization’s performance. Without this information, making reliable forecasts
and informed strategic decisions can be very difficult.

The good news is that leading finance organizations are blazing a trail to competent
performance management. By using integrated systems to streamline the gathering
and manipulation of business data, analysts are able to convert the data into
actionable information. A survey of senior financial executives at more than 200
organizations—most of them large, public U.S. companies—supplemented by
interviews with eight companies, reveals that while many top financial executives
believe they are still operating with a handicapped performance management
system, those who have adopted integrated solutions are more confident in their
ability to provide the business with forward-looking guidance and decision support.
In an era when CEOs and CFOs are being asked to personally certify their company’s
financial reports, that confidence can mean a great deal, not only for corporate
performance, but for a good night’s sleep.

Notable findings
■ Senior finance executives seek a greater role in crafting corporate strategy.

Executives say they aspire to enhance their mainly analytical role—setting and
monitoring revenue, cost, and profitability metrics—by advising CEOs more
on long-term strategic direction. Two years from now, over 60 percent of
respondents expect to act primarily as a strategic counselor to the CEO, up
from only 30 percent today. 

■ Companies that have adopted a single platform for performance management
are pleased with their investment. Eighty percent of survey respondents using
integrated systems say they are well supported with the right technology, versus
only 6 percent of respondents using spreadsheets and manual processes, 12
percent using enterprise resource planning software, and 19 percent using
stand-alone point solutions.

■ Users of integrated performance management systems believe they are better
able to take advantage of growth opportunities. By a 3-to-1 margin, finance
executives using integrated performance management systems are more confident
in their ability to create plans to capitalize on organic growth opportunities, as
compared to their peers who use spreadsheets. By about a 2-to-1 margin, this
first group is also more confident that it can implement and monitor the success
of such initiatives.

■ Integrated performance management systems help streamline the planning and
budgeting season. Collecting and analyzing data can be a daunting task while
planning and budgeting. More than a third of survey respondents using spread-
sheets or ERP systems as their primary performance management tool say
they often get bogged down in low-value, seemingly trivial tasks at such 
times, as do 25 percent of those using point solutions—but none using 
integrated systems.

Senior finance executives
seek a greater role in 
planning business strategy—
both at the corporate and
business unit levels.



■ The right technology can help finance executives gain a seat at the strategy
table. Survey respondents who say they are well supported with the right 
performance management system are twice as likely to serve primarily as a
strategic advisor to their CEOs, as compared to those who say they need new
technology. 

Structure of the report
This report consists of three chapters. Chapter 1 describes the efforts senior finan-
cial executives are undertaking to transform their organizations into forward-
looking business partners who can make a meaningful contribution to corporate
strategy. Chapter 2 examines the roadblocks to effecting that transformation.
Chapter 3 shows how companies that have embraced integrated performance
management solutions are more confident than their peers in having the neces-
sary tools to sit at the strategy table.
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Finance teams have the
broad organizational
reach, the rich 
understanding of the
numbers behind the
business, and the 
analytical training 
necessary to play a 
leading role in developing
corporate strategy.

CHAPTER 1: WHERE FINANCE WANTS TO GO
Corporate finance has long had a diverse, if predominantly backward-looking,
charter: track revenues and expenses against the budget, manage the balance
sheet, build the income statement, and report results. Today, finance is being
asked to play an increasingly important forward-looking role in formulating
strategy and providing decision support to the business units.

Organizations slow to embrace this change can find themselves at a disadvantage.
Investors burned by the accounting scandals of the past few years are demanding
not only that public companies implement bulletproof financial controls and
report unimpeachably accurate financial results, but also that they provide faster
and more reliable forecasts about where the business is headed. Similarly, CEOs
are requiring that CFOs offer not just better insight into how the business is 
performing, but deeper and more meaningful guidance on translating trends and
key developments into strategies that will drive profitable growth.

Only finance has the broad organizational reach, the rich understanding of the
numbers behind the business, and the analytical training necessary to provide
this support. The missing ingredient, in many finance organizations, is the right
enabling technology: the tools that can provide a complex, fast-moving, and often
far-flung enterprise with ready access to reliable information, and a structure for
translating that information into actionable strategies with measurable outcomes.
“Without that in today’s environment, we wouldn’t be able to formulate any
meaningful strategy based on any historical trends or extrapolation,” says Roland
Meinzer, chief financial officer for Siemens Information & Communication
Networks U.S. 

Our survey respondents clearly appreciate the changing landscape; nearly two-
thirds say they have been taking a more active role in strategic planning over the
past three years. However, only about 30 percent of respondents see their primary
role in that activity as advising the CEO on long-term strategic direction, versus
setting and monitoring metrics or understanding and reducing costs. Yet two
years from now, more than half anticipate that advising the CEO on long-term
strategy will be their primary function (see Figure 1). In many cases, their goal
will be to inject a more fully informed, financially rigorous planning methodology
into what has been, for many companies, little more than a seat-of-the-pants
undertaking. (See case study, “Benco Dental: Injecting Financial Rigor into
Strategic Decision-Making,” next page.)

Figure 1. Finance takes a bigger role in strategic planning
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Benco Dental: Injecting Financial Rigor into Strategic Decision-Making

Benco Dental was born to sell. The privately held, Pennsylvania-based company was founded in 
1924 when Benjamin Cohen began selling dental instruments out of his 100-pound carrying case.
Today the dental products distributor and dental practice consulting firm is still a sales-oriented
operation, run by a third generation of Cohens and growing at about 10 percent annually. This year,
Benco will generate approximately $265 million in sales. But the company is also bringing a new
financial discipline to business decisions that were once made “sort of intuitively, or without having 
a full financial model or picture of what was expected to happen,” says Benco CFO Ralph Hromisin.

Hromisin says that while most of the decisions made at Benco over the years have probably been 
the right ones, “they’ve been the right ones more because of good intuition and good fortune than
good planning. What finance is trying to bring to that process now is more of a disciplined approach
in terms of modeling, setting hurdle rates, and just having some benchmarks, both within the 
industry and internally in terms of what we’ve done in the past, so that we can make decisions 
that are more fully informed, and know what results to expect over what period of time. Just as
importantly, we want to be able to go back and measure against our expectations two or three 
years from now, and find out if what we thought was going to happen actually happened, and if not,
what the gap was between the two. We want to use that as a learning experience for the future.”

The new approach is becoming evident throughout Benco’s business operations. In the past, 
acquisitions were made simply to acquire customers. Now, Hromisin and his team first analyze
potential acquisitions not only to gauge how it will impact the company’s market share but also 
its profitability. When the company, which had operated for 60 years with one distribution center,
built two new ones over the past two years, one in Florida and another in Indiana, it did so only 
after balancing the capital cost against the potential for winning additional business and 
calculating break-even points for the investment. More recently, finance worked with marketing 
to refine a customer loyalty program to provide greater rewards for those customers who give 
Benco the greatest share of their wallet. Otherwise, smaller customers who do all or most of their
buying from the company would have been rewarded less generously than very large dental 
practices that might have been making more purchases but were actually giving Benco a smaller 
fraction of their business.

One reason Benco’s finance team can be more effective today in helping shape strategy, says 
Lynn Bachstein, Benco’s financial planning and analysis manager, is that it installed an integrated 
performance management suite a few years ago; the system puts a wealth of performance data and
key metrics at finance’s fingertips. “We now have the tools to be proactive,” Bachstein says of the
software system. “We’re not looking in the rearview mirror at what happened two months ago and
trying to react to it. Both we in finance and our regional managers have so much more information
now that they just never had visibility to before. And because we can all look at the same 
information, we’re having better communications, too.”

Going forward, Hromisin expects to reap still more benefits from the performance management 
system. “We haven’t even scratched the surface with things like product line profitability, line-of-
business profitability, or customer profitability,” he says. “Those are things that, as we start 
understanding more how they play into our profitability, we’ll be able to approach from a 
strategic direction more intelligently.”

As they seek a more meaningful seat at the strategy table, finance executives
understand that one of their greatest challenges is finding a way to improve their
view into the future. “I worry about what comes next,” says Paul Harrison, vice
president of financial planning and analysis for Krispy Kreme Doughnuts.
Accurate forecasting, adds Mitchell Goldstein, SVP and CFO for grocery retailer
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company (also known as A&P), is important not
just to retain credibility with investors, but to ensure that the business allocates
resources prudently. “To set ‘pie in the sky’ goals,” he explains, “could leave you
with inappropriate financing to achieve those goals.” (See case study, “The Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company: Fighting Fantasy Forecasts,” next page.)

Forward-looking analysis
and a robust, realistic view
of the business’s future rise
to the top of the CFO’s
agenda.
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The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company: Fighting Fantasy Forecasts

Realistic stretch goals can energize employees and drive results that might otherwise be 
unattainable. Unrealistic stretch goals can leave a business inappropriately funded and flirting with
financial catastrophe. Mitchell Goldstein, SVP and CFO of The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
over the past four years, has seen the evidence up close, and it is one of the reasons he focuses so
intently on developing forecasts that are grounded in reality rather than managerial fantasy.

A&P, as it is more commonly known, is a 145-year-old grocery retailer that has fallen on difficult
times in a difficult industry. Like many of its grocery retail peers, the company has struggled for 
profitability in recent years. It has posted a profit in only one of the past five years and four of the
past ten. It has been pursuing a turnaround since chairman, president, and CEO Christian W.E. Haub
came aboard in 1998, with limited success: sales have inched upward over the past four years, from
$10.2 billion to $10.8 billion, although profitability has proved increasingly elusive; the company’s
annual loss swelled to $146 million in fiscal 2004 (ending February 28, 2004), from a profit of $14.2
million in fiscal 2000.

Such dire conditions are all the more reason for companies to become better at forecasting their
prospects. Otherwise, says Goldstein, they can wind up throwing capital at acquisitions or improvements
to existing operations that ultimately cannot be supported by cash flows. “Business is not a one-step
game, it’s a multi-step game,” he argues. “With each step you take, it’s actually more important that
you set yourself up for the future rather than what has actually happened in the past.”

Looking back, Goldstein says, it is clear to him that for many years prior to Haub’s arrival, forecasts 
at A&P “bore no relationship to reality.” As a result, he says, the company engaged in heavy capital
spending that didn’t yield the expected results, which in turn led to financial challenges. From fiscal
1995 through fiscal 2001, long-term debt at the company swelled from $759 million to $1.02 billion.
Today, he counters, the company employs a rigorous forecasting process in which business unit 
managers—the company operates stores throughout North America under 12 different banners,
including A&P, Waldbaum’s, and Super Fresh—are producing weekly outlooks on sales, labor costs,
and other key metrics and are reassessing their quarterly results on the basis of those forecasts.
Goldstein mimics that process at the corporate level (he also looks at key metrics of his own, 
such as margin rates and operating costs), and compares their projections. “Two or three years ago,
the business units generally would have a more optimistic view than I did,” Goldstein says. “Now 
we are pretty well aligned, which is good, because we’re coming at it from two different 
perspectives. I have less detailed data but a broader perspective, they have more detailed 
information but a narrower perspective.”

If A&P hasn’t yet turned the corner to profitability, Goldstein is nonetheless convinced that it is 
on the road to doing so, and can point to little victories along the way that seem to confirm his
position. A&P’s long-term debt, to cite just one example, has been shrunk to $743 million, its lowest
level in a decade. “The external world has gotten a lot tougher [since we began this renewal effort],
and as a result, our overall [profit] performance has not improved, but it’s better than it would have
been,” Goldstein says. “There have been a lot of fundamental improvements and capabilities that 
I think do set us up for better performance in the future.”

Improving the accuracy of forecasts remains a persistent problem among finance
teams. Indeed, more than 40 percent of survey respondents say their top 
priorities as they seek to improve their planning process are to become more agile
in adapting to change and to provide better forecasts—twice the number who say
they need to create better visibility into current results. In CFO Research Services’
2002 survey among finance executives, respondents rated better forecasting and
better visibility into current results as equal challenges. Now, two years later, it
seems that companies have made progress on the latter front but little headway
in their attempts to better frame the future.

More comfortable, perhaps, with what they know best, respondents to this year’s
survey say most of their companies’ strategic initiatives over the next two years

Survey responses 
suggest that companies
have made progress in
gaining visibility into 
current results, but 
forecasting remains a 
persistent problem.
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will center on two activities where insight into current results is at least as important
as the outlook for the future: cost control and organic growth (see Figure 2).
Finance would appear to be reasonably well prepared to support such efforts: 94
percent of survey respondents say they are already “very involved” or “somewhat
involved” in strategic planning, and a healthy majority rate their ability to identify
and act on opportunities in those two areas as middling to excellent. The finance
group at Unified Western Grocers, a grocery cooperative headquartered in
Commerce, California, is typical. Unified’s finance team is helping the cooperative
pursue a major initiative to promote organic growth with existing customers, says
vice president and controller Bill Cote, and it is also working extensively on cost-
control and efficiency initiatives. The finance team analyzes potential cost-saving
opportunities in advance of implementing changes, then monitors, reanalyzes, and
reports on those initiatives on an ongoing basis. The process works. Unified has
reduced its operating costs by about five percent a year in each of the past three years.

While effective cost-cutting is as much a mindset as it is smart management, finance
executives insist that it can be executed more effectively when management has
good visibility into the organization’s expense structure. On that score, technology
can be a major facilitator. “There are two ways to cut costs,” observes A&P’s
Goldstein. “One is rationally and based on fact. The other is to squeeze people
and say, ‘You can’t do that,’ or ‘Spend less’—in which case, necessary activities
sometimes get stopped.”

Mergers, acquisitions, and alliances are another story. Contrasted with cost cutting,
planning for and assuring the success of an alliance or acquisition can be much
trickier, and the right performance management technology can be even more
important in helping companies analyze opportunities and craft implementation
strategies. Indeed, fewer survey respondents say they are prepared to identify
and take advantage of these opportunities than cost-cutting and organic growth
initiatives. “Today, when we try to model what’s going to  happen when we make
an acquisition, it’s a complex manual effort,” says Brian Frantz, senior vice president
and chief financial officer at RE/MAX International, a fast-growing real estate
sales franchisor that is searching for an integrated solution to its performance
management requirements. “It needs to have a lot more sophistication and a
higher degree of accuracy.”

RE/MAX is hardly alone in its quest for a better solution to performance management.
As finance organizations across the country seek to become better partners to
their businesses—partners capable not only of driving costs out of the organization
but also of identifying and planning the execution of growth strategies—that
search will loom large.

As the economy recovers,
companies say they will
rely on organic growth
and cost control (more
than M&A and alliances)
to boost profitability.

Figure 2. Companies seek to boost profits through cost control and organic growth
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CHAPTER 2: ROADBLOCKS TO A MORE
STRATEGIC FINANCE FUNCTION
Despite their desire to play a bigger role in strategy development, many finance
executives don’t yet have the tools to become efficient and effective strategy partners
—and they know it. A mere 15 percent of survey respondents say their strategic
planning and business performance management activities are well supported
with the right technology, while 61 percent say they need more or new technology
to buttress their decision-making capabilities (see Figure 3). 

The impact of this shortcoming has made itself evident on multiple fronts.
Although nearly two-thirds of survey respondents say they are “very involved”
in strategic planning, for example, nearly half say they’re not spending enough
time on it, and just under 10 percent have even worse news: they spend too much
time on the process, suggesting that their current methodology is inefficient.
Meanwhile, nearly 90 percent of respondents say their finance organizations get
bogged down during planning season with low-value, seemingly trivial tasks,
usually due to inconsistent internal information and poor organizational dynamics
(see Figure 4).

Figure 3. The need for new technology is widespread

Adequacy of current tools and technology for planning and performance management
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Figure 4. Inconsistent information and poor organization hinder planning efforts
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Respondents—especially
those relying on spreadsheets
as their primary planning
technology—are 
disappointed with the 
return on their planning 
technology investments.

Finance executives also report that, while they are generally able to identify and
plan for organic growth and cost-control opportunities, and to implement plans
to take advantage of such opportunities and monitor their success, they are less
confident in their ability to exploit alliances and M&A opportunities, which can
require more out-of-the-box thinking. For example, only about 25 percent of 
survey respondents rate themselves highly in that area, versus about 40 percent
for cost-control initiatives (see Figure 5). 

Of particular note, finance organizations that rely primarily on spreadsheets and
other manual systems to manage performance are the most dissatisfied with their
ability to identify and maximize growth opportunities. They are also the least
confident in their ability to comply with regulatory requirements and devote the
proper amount of time to strategy planning and decision support.

The situation at RE/MAX illustrates the dilemma many companies face.
Although the privately held firm has been undeniably successful in the course of
its 32-year history—it has enjoyed more than 375 consecutive months in which it
has increased the number of sales associates marketing homes under the
RE/MAX banner—its finance team recognizes the need for better technology to
support and continue that growth. While its current approach to performance
management is “not a hindrance,” says CFO Frantz, neither is it “nearly as flexible
and as efficient as it should be. We need something that’s more effective and efficient
to bring in the results from the various business units than spreadsheets. We’re in
the process right now of looking at some business performance management tools,
specifically on the budgeting and forecasting side of things.”

Many survey respondents have already taken measures to improve their strategic
support tool kit, as more than half have invested in performance management
technology over the past three years. Unfortunately, these investments have been
met with mixed results. Most companies say that either their investment fell short
of expectations, their project was cancelled, or they can’t determine whether their
expectations were met. The results are most discouraging for those using spread-
sheets and manual processes as their primary performance management technology;
less than a quarter of those respondents report that their investment had met
expectations, and none found that it had exceeded expectations. By contrast, 60
percent of companies investing in integrated solutions say their investment met
or exceeded expectations.

Figure 5. Exploiting alliances and M&A remains a challenge
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While the search for the right performance management technology has clearly
been challenging for many companies, there is also strong evidence that success
does not have to be elusive.

Miles Kimball Company: Using Technology to Enhance Strategic Decision-Making

Like many companies, the Miles Kimball Company has long collected a wealth of information 
about its business activities. Also like many companies, it for many years did not have a good way 
to make use of that information in formulating strategy. “Our order processing and customer 
relationship systems collect a ton of data about our customers, our products, and our sales 
campaigns,” observes Dana Gilman, vice president of planning and control for the 
catalog retailer, a unit of Blyth Corp. “But getting that information back out was nearly 
impossible. It would put major stress and strain on the transactional system, so even to get an 
inventory level report took a day, and then you’d get a green bar report that was two inches thick.
You really couldn’t do anything with that.”

Miles Kimball turned to technology for a solution. Last year, it installed performance management
software that collects the data taken in by its order processing and customer relationship systems
and then allows users to readily sort through that data and drill deeply into it in a highly 
customizable way. This easier access to data has driven a cultural change at the company; 
decisions are not made solely by senior management anymore, Gilman notes, but also by other
newly empowered employees throughout the organization. “Keeping information close to the 
chest just wasn’t a way that we could function as a company anymore,” Gilman says. “We had to 
get it out there amongst everybody and share.”

Today, Gilman says, the company is becoming “much more of a strategic thinking operation versus 
a reactive operation,” one in which “everybody is thinking strategically all the time instead of just
once a year when we go off site and create a strategic plan.” Already, the company has used its new
performance management system in developing four major strategic goals with a multitude of 
sub-strategies beneath them, assigning responsibility for executing those strategies, and developing
metrics to monitor and gauge their success. Budgeting, once the province of three people—the 
president and the vice presidents of finance and marketing—is now shared throughout the 
organization with a much broader leadership team that includes all 12 of the company’s vice 
presidents. Gilman says this has made it much easier to make revisions. Case in point: Blyth 
recently acquired another catalog retailer, Walter Drake, and Miles Kimball is merging Walter 
Drake’s operations with its own. That has necessitated recreating the budget to include both 
operations. “It’s been just a slick piece of cake,” Gilman says.

The corporate performance management system is also changing the way Gilman’s financial analysts
spend their day. “It has allowed them to analyze data instead of creating the data,” Gilman explains.
“That’s probably one of the biggest benefits I’m seeing in my business analysis team. They can spend
their time trying to figure out what’s next instead of spending 90 percent of their time grabbing infor-
mation from a variety of different systems and pulling it together so that we can compare what we
budgeted for sales versus what we actually sold.”
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CHAPTER 3: HOW LEADING FINANCE
ORGANIZATIONS ARE RESPONDING
To overcome past missteps and better equip themselves to play a larger role in
setting strategy, successful finance executives are moving away from old 
performance management technology and toward more sophisticated planning
tools (see Figure 6). Today, 44 percent of survey respondents primarily use
spreadsheets and manual processes to manage corporate performance—more than
any other technology—and less than 3 percent use an integrated performance
management solution, making it the least utilized technology. But two years from
now, survey respondents expect those measures to be reversed. By then, 27 percent
plan to be using an integrated solution, making it the most popular primary 
technology, and only 15 percent plan to be using spreadsheets and manual
processes, making that the least utilized technology.

There is strong evidence that finance executives are on the right track. Among
survey respondents whose organizations have already embraced an integrated
performance management system, 80 percent say they are well supported 
with the right technology (see Figure 7, next page). By contrast, only 6 percent of
survey respondents using spreadsheets and manual processes say the same.
Companies using enterprise resource planning software and point solutions are
not much happier; only 12 percent and 19 percent, respectively, say they are well
supported with the right technology. Those using ERP systems seem to be in a
particularly disappointing predicament; 53 percent who have them say they have
the right technology, but do not use it well.

The migration to integrated performance management solutions is still a relatively new
phenomenon. Sixty percent of survey respondents who have invested in integrated
systems did so within the past year, which is nearly twice the rate, in percentage
terms, of new investment in point solutions or other technology. Nonetheless, the
early results are noteworthy. In virtually every aspect of performance management,
from identifying and maximizing growth opportunities to monitoring their 
success, these finance executives are more confident in their abilities than their
peers who use spreadsheets, point solutions, or ERP modules. Specifically:

Figure 6. Shedding spreadsheets in favor of integrated performance management solutions
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■ They are more confident in their ability to identify cost-control activities.
Sixty percent of integrated systems users say they are highly confident of
their ability to identify cost-control opportunities, versus 30 percent for users
of spreadsheets (see Figure 8). And, they are glad for it. “Every dollar you can
save from things not critical allows you to redeploy [money] into critical
activities,” says A&P’s Goldstein. 

■ They are more confident of their ability to maximize growth opportunities.
Once they have identified growth opportunities, regardless of their nature, 
survey respondents using integrated systems are far more confident than
their peers of their ability to maximize those opportunities, in some cases by a

Figure 7. Users of integrated performance management systems are happy with their choice
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Figure 8. Integrated platform users are confident in controlling costs
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small segment of
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Harrah’s Entertainment: Finance Helps Casino King Tailor Strategy

At casino operator Harrah’s Entertainment, the corporate finance team has made itself 
integral to the company’s strategic planning activities. Financial analysts play a role in shaping 
each of the company’s three growth strategies, which include capturing a greater share of 
existing customers’ gaming budget, attracting new customers to the Harrah’s brand, and 
acquiring competing casinos that can be profitably folded into the Harrah’s empire (which 
now includes more than 24 casinos across North America plus a small presence in the United
Kingdom). These analysts develop tools that allow casino managers to measure the impact of 
service enhancements at their properties, assess the gaming marketplace to determine where
Harrah’s can most profitably invest in existing or new facilities to further drive organic growth, 
and identify and analyze possible acquisition targets. While the analysts are based at Harrah’s 
headquarters in Las Vegas, they work closely with casino managers and others with direct 
responsibility for operations, including the company’s casino design and construction 
department, says Harrah’s CFO Charles Atwood. “In developing strategy, we work primarily 
with the CEO, but certainly with input from the operations people as well as with other 
corporate departments, Atwood says. “Depending upon the size and complexity of the 
undertaking, more people are involved. Because we’re such an information-based company, we 
also tend to integrate with our IT people. We involve our HR professionals and spend a lot of 
time with our employees, too, to make sure they understand what the company strategy is and 
that they can buy into it.”

One of the technology keys to Harrah’s successful strategy model—over the past decade, the 
company has more than tripled both revenues and profits—is an enterprise-wide data system 
that since the early 1990s has been tracking hundreds of millions of bits of transactional data 
about the company’s customers and their gaming expenditures, right down to each push of a 
button on the company’s slot machines. Customers are issued cards they insert into the 
machines they’re playing, giving Harrah’s invaluable insight into how they use the casino they’re 
visiting, and allowing the company to better tailor the gaming experience for them.

While Harrah’s finance team is proactive in suggesting ways the company can improve its 
performance, ideas also bubble up from operations. “I think a lot of the best thinking comes 
from the properties themselves because they’re the ones closest to the customer,” says 
Atwood. About two years ago, for example, Atwood’s finance team created, at the request 
of casino managers, an inventory management system that allows the head cashier at each 
property to go online and determine an ideal inventory level—inventory in this case being 
cash—for each particular day, based on the historic business characteristics of that date. 
It lets them determine exactly how many bills of each denomination to stock. That’s 
important because, with too much inventory, the company needlessly inflates its working
capital. Carry too little, and the casino can be forced to call its bank for a midnight delivery 
of cash—an expensive undertaking—and risk inconveniencing customers.

Because Harrah’s competes primarily on customer service, finance also helps the company’s 
business managers measure employees on their service levels, in part through the use of 
customer surveys. Employees can earn bonuses based on their service measurements.

In sum, Harrah’s finance team injects itself into the company’s customer-service strategy at 
every opportunity, and brings with it the informational detail to justify its presence.

3-to-1 margin (see Figure 9, next page). At Unified Western Grocers, says Cote, 
implementing an integrated performance management system “gave us one
version of the truth as well as actual performance monitoring, plus a way out of
spreadsheet budgeting and forecasting. That has allowed us to go to the next
level in what we provide to the business units.” Not only has the system made
his finance team more competent, he says, but it has made the whole company
“more reliant on that group and what they are offering.”
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“We in finance play a very
active role in developing and
validating corporate strategy...
We’re helping our president
lead the process through 
the use of technology,” says
one senior finance executive.

■ They are more confident of their ability to monitor the success of strategic 
initiatives. Monitoring the success of a strategic initiative is important for 
fine-tuning that initiative once it is underway and for informing decisions about
similar initiatives in the future. Survey respondents using integrated performance
management systems are far more confident of their ability to create plans to
monitor the success of strategic initiatives than their counterparts using other
types of systems, in some cases by a greater than 2-to-1 margin (see Figure 10). 

At Miles Kimball, says Dana Gilman, “We in finance play a very active role in
developing and validating corporate strategy. We help the organization decide
strategy in terms of making sure we are identifying tactics, action items, and
measurable goals around each strategic planning objective. We’re really kind 
of helping our president lead the process through the use of technology.”

Figure 9. Integrated platform users are more confident in their ability to capitalize on
growth opportunities
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Figure 10. Integrated platform users are able to monitor performance more effectively
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■ They are more likely to be spending the right amount of time on strategic planning
and helping the business units. A sub-par performance management system
can force finance organizations to spend too much time on strategic planning
because it makes the necessary building-block data too difficult to obtain.
Alternatively, a sub-par system can force finance to spend too little time on
strategic planning when the difficulty of the process prompts the organization
to simply give up. Companies that employ integrated systems are nearly three
times as likely as those using spreadsheets to say they are spending the right
amount of time on strategic planning and assisting the business units with
strategy development (see Figure 11). At Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, for example,
Harrison states that since implementing an integrated solution a year ago,
“we’re able to provide some things to the business units that were very difficult
in the past.” In fact, he explains, that was a major reason for undertaking the
initiative. “We said, ‘There are needs of the business—in terms of information
and measurements and monitoring—that, as we continue to grow, are going
to be very difficult to meet just by putting more people to it,’” Harrison recalls.

■ They are less likely to be sidetracked by trivial, low-value tasks during planning
season. Sub-par systems also require talented finance staffers to spend too
much time on low-value activities, such as gathering and consolidating data.
Having an integrated performance management system, says Hromisin of
Benco Dental, “helps us focus more on what the real important metrics are
from a profitability standpoint.” Miles Kimball’s Gilman says implementing
an integrated performance management system at that firm has “allowed people
in analyst roles to analyze data instead of creating data.” Unified Western
Grocers’ Cote says the finance group there has been able to reduce its overall
headcount by 20 percent over four years, even while adding analysts, because
its integrated system has allowed it to eliminate duplicative report production
and reduce the time spent on transactional work.

■ In five of seven strategic decision-making categories, from capital spending to
assessing alliance opportunities, they are more confident than their peers in 
having the necessary information to make informed decisions. By a thin margin,
users of integrated systems are slightly less satisfied than their peers with the
information available to them to adjust headcount. They are also slightly less 

Figure 11. Integrated platform users give strategy and business units the attention they need
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content than users of ERP software with the information available to them on
making decisions about reducing expenses. But when making decisions on
five other issues —acquiring or disposing of capital assets; choosing whether
to buy, build, or outsource; assessing alliance opportunities; expanding marketing
activities; and reviewing the product and business portfolio—they are more 
satisfied with their access to information than their peers (see Figure 12). “We
now have better systems to understand what’s important, and what the drivers
are of our business,” observes Hromisin. “We can draft strategy around what
we’ve found to be the important metrics and variables. In the past, we just didn’t
have that information, so strategies became more of a ‘wing and a prayer’ with-
out the directed focus we have today on the right business drivers.”

■ They are more confident in their ability to comply with Sarbanes-Oxley. Eighty
percent of survey respondents using an integrated performance management 
system say they are “very confident” their companies will be able to comply
with Sarbanes-Oxley’s reporting requirements. Just 62 percent of respondents
using point solutions, and only about a third of those using spreadsheets or
ERP systems, are similarly confident (see Figure 13).

Figure 12. Integrated platform users are confident in the quality of their information
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Figure 13. Integrated platform users are more confident in their Sarbanes-Oxley efforts
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■ They are convinced that their investment in technology has met or exceeded
expectations at a far higher rate than companies that have invested in other 
performance management technologies. Sixty percent of users of integrated 
systems say those systems have met or exceeded expectations, versus 48 percent
or less among users of other types of technology (see Figure 14). At Unified
Western Grocers, for example, Cote says he sold the CEO on an integrated 
performance management system based on the idea that it would provide the
company with better decision-making information, not on the basis of a strict
ROI calculation with a promised headcount reduction. However, says Cote, “I
can tell you I have achieved that.”

Apart from improving the quality of information available to support decision making,
integrated performance management systems also offer users that information in a
more convenient form. At Krispy Kreme, says Harrison, the ability to have everyone
working conveniently with a single version of data was a key issue in choosing an 
integrated performance management system. “It was absolutely critical to us,” he
recalls, “that we be able to go to one place and look at the financials, look at the 
forecasts, look at the operating data (e.g., wholesale sales to grocery stores), and not
have to open one application and then open a second application and not have the data
tied between the two.  We insisted on integrating all the related data into one solution.” 

With its integrated system installed, the company has achieved that goal and is now
working on ways to put it to use. For example, it had been finance’s practice to 
provide its business development group with big, hard-copy reports each month
showing results for each of the company’s chain-store customers. Krispy Kreme’s
managers “may or may not have waded through all those reports,” concedes
Harrison. “With our new performance management system, we can still give them a
printed report if they want, but it will be much easier for us to give them exceptions
and point them to what they need to look at—either on paper or electronically.  We can
even allow them to dig into the data and look for things as well.”  

Figure 14. Investment in integrated platforms has met or exceeded users’ expectations
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CONCLUSION
Success stories such as those being written by Krispy Kreme, Miles Kimball,
Benco Dental, and others suggest that finance’s growing role in helping to for-
mulate corporate strategy and assist the business with decision support is one
that can have a satisfying ending. While many finance organizations today feel
hamstrung by the performance management technology currently available to
them, a significant number are already planning to invest in integrated solutions
that should leave them better equipped for the new tasks at hand.

Siemens Information & Communication Networks U.S.:
Process Change in a Down Market

Sometimes, the path to better forecasting depends not so much on new technology but rather 
on a new approach to process.

Like much of the telecom equipment industry, Siemens Information & Communication Networks 
U.S. ran into a wall three years ago after the NASDAQ stock market bubble burst and spending on
communications technology went into a freefall. “We were a $2 billion company with about 7,000
people in the U.S., and now we are a $1.2 billion company with only 3,500 people,” observes Roland
Meinzer, chief financial officer for the company, a unit of Germany’s Siemens AG. “Our target is to
get back to at least $1.5 billion in two years, taking into account a price erosion of about 10 percent
per year on average in the telecom market.”

To reach its target, Meinzer and his colleagues are counting in part on a new process they 
implemented about 18 months ago to monitor more frequently the progress of their business 
units, which produce networking equipment and applications. On a monthly basis, the managers 
for each business unit meet with Meinzer and the company’s chief executive officer for two to 
three hours to review their key financial ratios and present a new “scenario” for their business, 
drawing on everything that has changed, or appears likely to change, for the current quarter and 
year. Based on what is learned in those sessions, the company then determines whether it needs 
to change its financial forecast, and considers measures it might take to mitigate potential 
problems or take advantage of new opportunities.

Too often in the past, Meinzer says, business unit managers would stick to their original forecasts
regardless of what new developments had arisen, on the notion that it was somehow honorable to
do that. “We don’t want somebody to every month tell us they’ve got a new forecast,” Meinzer says.
“That’s a moving target, and in the past, it meant that we didn’t get good information and really 
didn’t think about the possibilities of this happening or that happening. Now, we discuss other 
things that are going on, nuances, and possible things that could happen.”

The result, Meinzer says, is that Siemens now enjoys “a much more transparent communication of
cause and effect” and a better understanding of the strategic changes that need to be made. “This,”
he says, “has helped us to have much better accuracy in forecasting.”



SPONSOR’S PERSPECTIVE

A Game of Inches by Brian Hartlen, Vice President, Geac
Not long ago, companies searched for the “killer app” and the “next big thing”
that would help them hit the ball out of the park. They knew that a single swing
of the bat could launch them ahead of their competitors. 

Business today, however, more closely resembles an ongoing game of horseshoes.
It is a contest of inches. The player that predictably comes closest to the target—
the one who executes effectively again and again and again—is declared the vic-
tor by shareholders and other stakeholders. Winning requires that players 
continually identify and maximize every opportunity, no matter how small, to
move closer and closer to their performance goals. 

Some of your peers in the finance profession are fast becoming experts at identifying
these opportunities and adding value to their organizations. Consider some examples:

■ Instead of “spending 90 percent of their time grabbing information from a
variety of different systems,” finance team members at catalog retailer Miles
Kimball have transformed themselves from data gatherers to business analysts
with the help of performance management software that integrates multiple
data sources.

■ Executives at dental products distributor Benco Dental are acting proactively
and with repeatable discipline to drive results rather than “looking in the
rearview mirror at what happened two months ago and trying to react to it.” 

■ Unified Western Grocers has reduced operating costs by nearly five percent a
year by analyzing cost-saving opportunities in advance of implementing
changes, then monitoring, re-analyzing, and reporting on those initiatives on
an ongoing basis.

Yesterday’s opportunities focused on business efficiency—doing things faster.
Today’s opportunities, as illustrated by the examples above, focus on business
effectiveness—doing the right things well. Opportunities exist, for example, to
produce realistic forecasts and trend analyses, supporting proactive decision-
making and establishment of realistic expectations; create rolling budgets based on
strategic activities rather than on an arbitrary calendar, enabling the organization
to turn strategies into meaningful, measurable actions; identify the true drivers of
success or failure, enabling repetition of or avoidance of specific results.  

Organizations are maximizing sometimes-hidden opportunities with the help of
performance management technology, software that links critical management
processes (i.e., strategy management, planning, budgeting, forecasting, financial 
consolidation, reporting, and analysis) and provides organizations with a 
framework for visualizing and measuring the cause-and-effect relationships
between high-level strategy and day-to-day activities.  

In this study, your peers were asked about the technology that supports them.
Those with integrated performance management systems said they have the right
information to make informed decisions; are confident in their ability to comply
with Sarbanes-Oxley; are confident in their ability to create, implement, and 
monitor initiatives to take advantage of organic growth; are less likely to be 
sidetracked by low-value activities than are their colleagues; and feel that their 
primary responsibility is advising the CEO on long-term strategic direction. If you
can’t say the same, your organization may be falling behind in today’s game of inches.
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Effective enterprises and finance officers are doing more than statically measuring
their business performance. They are proactively managing it. An integrated 
technology system helps them do this by:

■ Enabling access to a 360° enterprise snapshot at the push of a button

■ Delivering a single version of accurate information for increased confidence

■ Providing reporting and control capabilities for meeting regulatory requirements

■ Streamlining communication and collaboration with colleagues around the globe

■ Empowering system users to create their own analyses at will to support 
decision-making

■ Revealing the cause-and-effect linkage between strategies, actions, and results
so high-level plans can be executed 

■ Making it possible to easily and quickly test scenarios and spot trends to prepare
and make the organization more adaptable to change

■ Revealing the true drivers of results so opportunities can be maximized

■ Delivering access to information via familiar tools like the Web and Microsoft®

Excel for increased user productivity

■ Leveraging existing technology and IT knowledge to maximize investments

Technology alone won’t necessarily result in a “ringer” in this game of inches,
however. When Geac asks finance professionals to list the biggest obstacles to
enterprise-wide planning, budgeting, and reporting, “organizational issues”
always appears at or near the top of the list.

Politics, mindset, lack of strategy, and poor processes all can prevent an organization
from performing well. Succeeding at business today requires leadership with
vision—and communication skills. It takes managers and team members willing
to support the vision and be held accountable. It requires the organization to
work with the selected technology and to adhere to well-thought-out processes.
Success also may require workers with new skill sets; not every person can shift
from data gatherer to business analyst.

Successful execution requires the effective use of technology, people, and processes.
Maximize these opportunities for improvement and you will steadily inch away
from reactive business measurement toward proactive business management.

Obstacles to enterprise-wide planning, budgeting, and reporting
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Source: Geac, Management Trends Survey Report, December 2003.

Geac is a global enterprise
software company for
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the core financial and 
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service to improve their
business performance in real
time. To learn more about
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www.performance.geac.com,
call 800-922-7979, or send an 
e-mail to chris.kelly@geac.com.




